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SUMMARY 

• The protection product supplied by COMPANY completely prevented rats from 
displaying both functional and inflammatory consequences that otherwise resulted from 
head impact occurring at 5 m/s (37 Gs), but not from the stronger 10 m/s impact (106 
Gs). The protective effects at the lower G-force impact were evident in the behavioral 
measures examining balance, motor coordination, and exploratory locomotion, and in 
the biomarker levels of TNF-α and NEF-L at 3 hours post-injury. 

 

• Although the protection product did not prevent overt symptomology or 
pathophysiology when animals were exposed to the higher G-force impact, some results 
such as the time needed to traverse the beam in the beam-walking paradigm, levels of 
NEF-L at 3 hours, and GFAP levels at 48 hours post-injury, indicated that the product 
may be providing a low level of protection from even the stronger impact.



Design 

 This study examined behavioral changes and molecular biomarker changes 
following mild brain injury induced by a lateral impact device at two distinct impact forces (37 
& 106 Gs).  A total of 75 male Sprague Dawley rats (~ 300 grams each; age equivalent in 
human years = 25) were randomly divided into 5 groups: a) 37 G impact with no protection 
(n=15), b) 37 G impact with protection (n=15), c) 106 G impact with no protection (n=15), d) 
106 G impact with protection, and e) Controls, i.e. no impact (n=15).  Animals were assigned 
to their respective injury group and then were sacrificed at either 3 hours post-injury (n=20), 
24 hours post-injury (n=35), or 48 hours post-injury (n=20).  Serum was collected from all 
animals at the time of sacrifice in order to analyze levels of TNF-α, GFAP, and NEF-L.  
Animals in the 24 hour post-injury sacrifice group had also undergone behavioral testing 
before sacrifice, which included beam-walking (a measure of balance and motor-control) and 
the open-field (a measure of locomotor and exploratory activity).  Brains were extracted and 
stored in 10% formalin for further analysis. 

All experimental procedures were carried out in the laboratory of Dr. XXX at the 
LOCALE, and were approved by University of YYY Research Ethics Board and carried out 
followed guidelines established by the ZZZ Council on Animal Care. 

 

 

Subjects and Concussive Injury 
 

Sprague Dawley rats were obtained from Charles Rivers Laboratories and arrived at the 
YYY animal facility 14 days prior to experimental testing.  Rats were housed in pairs in an 
animal husbandry room that was maintained at 21˚C on a 12hr light-dark cycle, with ad libitum 
access to food and water.  Animals were handled daily to ensure that they were familiar with 
the research technicians and no longer stressed from the transportation.  As described in the 
Design (above), animals were randomly assigned to one of the five experimental groups, and 
one of the three sacrifice time-points. 

Each animal then received a mild traumatic brain injury/concussion by means of a 
Lateral Impact Device.  The lateral impact technique utilized a protocol similar to that 
previously described [1,2].  Animals were lightly anesthetized with isofluorane (until non-
responsive to a toe-pinch) and placed chest down on a Teflon® board with low friction.  
The left side of the head was placed directly opposite the impactor.  The concussion was 
produced by propelling a 50 gram weight toward the rat’s head through a thrust barrel using 
pneumatic pressure.  Under standardized conditions, the projectile struck an aluminum plate 
(30 x 13 x 3 mm), attached to which was a 3mm piece of hard urethane (Shore A hardness 
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of 90A to 95A) that rested against the rat’s head, to protect the head from skull or 
musculoskeletal damage.   

The impact propelled the rat into a 180˚ horizontal rotation across the Teflon® 
board.  A collection sponge was placed at the right side of the Teflon board, but the animals 
came to rest before impacting the sponge.  

In the Protection groups, the only difference in procedures was the placement of a 
piece of protection product supplied by COMPANY that was cut to 30 x 13 x 3 mm, 
between the aluminum plate and the rat’s head.  (The protective material is subsequently 
referred to as a protective helmet for purposes of this experiment.)  Even with the 
protective material, the impact still propelled the rat into a 180˚ rotation across the Teflon® 
board.  Following the concussion or sham injury, topical administration of lidocaine was 
provided to the rat’s head.  The animal was then placed on its back in a clean, warm cage to 
recover.  The time each rat took to right itself in the recovery cage, (flip from a supine 
position to a prone or standing position) was recorded as the time-to- right. 

 

 

Calculation of G Forces 

The speed of the projectiles and impact forces were converted to G force to 
improve translational relevance of the information gleaned from the project. 

 

The calculation for G force is;      G’s =     a                  Vf   = final velocity 

9.81 m/s2                              Vo = starting 
velocity a = 
acceleration 

m = distance over which 

velocity change occurred 

In order to determine a;            Vf 
2 = Vo

2 + 2 · a · m 
 

 

 

 For the two distinct injuries, the average projectile speeds were 6.0725 ± .101 m/s 
and10.2186 ± .227 m/s respectively (Vo).  The final velocities of the projectile (Vf) are 0.0 m/s as 
they refer to the time point that the projectile strikes the animal or helmet and stops its forward 
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acceleration.  The distance between Vo and Vf was determined to be 0.05 meters, as this is the 
distance between the speedometer (where the speed of the projectile was measured) and the 
rodent’s head (where the projectile stops). 

 

Using the 10.2186 m/s as an xample: 

Determining a: 

•    (0.0 m/s)2 = (10.2186 m/s)2 + 2 · a · 0.05 m 

•    0.0 m/s2 = 104.4198 m/s2 + 0.1 · a 

•    -104.4198 m/s2   = 0.1 · a 

•     a = -1044.198 m /s2 

 

Determining G 

 

•    G = 1044.189 m/s2   ⁄ 9.81 m/s-2
 

•    G = 106.44 
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Behavioral Testing 

Beam walking:  Fourteen hours post-concussion, animals were tested in a beam walking 
apparatus designed to measure balance and motor coordination, using a protocol that is similar 
to the one described by Schallert and colleagues [3].  In this testing paradigm rats were 
required to traverse a tapered beam (165cm long), moving from the wide end to the more 
narrow end.  The rat’s home-cage was placed at the end of the beam (the narrow side), as an 
incentive for the rat to complete the task.  The tapered beam was suspended 1 meter in the air, 
but was equipped with ‘safety ledges’ (2 cm wide) that caught the rat’s foot if it slipped while 
walking.  Rats were given a single trial to learn the task, and 4 additional videotaped trials that 
were scored.  Between each trial, the rat was permitted to remain in its home-cage for 1 min to 
reinforce the location of the target destination.  The beam was cleaned between each testing 
session.  A research associate blinded to the experimental conditions scored the videos for the 
average number of hind-leg foot- slips (when the rat slipped and needed to use the safety 
ledges with the hind legs while traversing the beam), and the average time required to travel 
from the starting point to the home-cage. 

Open field: Twenty hours post-injury, animals were tested in the open field arena.  Rats 
were placed in the center of a circular open field (diameter 135cm) and were permitted to 
explore the environment for 10 minutes.  An overhead camera was used to track the rat’s 
overall movement (distance travelled and speed of travel).  The open field was cleaned 
between each testing session. 

 

    Serum Biomarker Analysis 

At 3, 24, or 48 hours post-injury, animals were anesthetized with isofluorane and 
sacrificed.  Blood was collected at the time of sacrifice in serum separator tubes (BD 
Diagnostics, Ontario, Canada), allowed to clot for 30 minutes at room temperature, and then 
centrifuged at 1000G for 15 min.  The serum fraction was removed from the separator tubes 
and stored at -20˚C until needed for ELISA testing.  Manufacturer provided procedures from 
the ELISA kits for TNF-α, NEF-L, and GFAP (R & D Biosystems, MN, USA; Cusabio, Hubei, 
China; EMB Millipore, ON, Canada, respectively) were followed in order to generate the data 
for biomarker analysis.  All standards, positive and negative controls, and samples were run in 
triplicate, and measured with the BioTek Synergy H.T. plate reader and Gen5 2.00.18 software 
using a path length correction algorithm.  All samples fell within normal range of the standard 
curve. 
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Statistical Analysis 
 

Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 20.0 for Mac.  One-way analyses of 
variance (ANOVAs) were run for each impact speed to examine outcomes from the 
behavioral tests and biomarkers, with experimental condition (control, no-protection, and 
foam-protection) as the main factor.  p values < .05 were considered significant.  All graphical 
results display both impact conditions in a single illustration.  For the purposes of the 
graphical representations, the groups with foam protection are labeled as “helmet” groups. 

 

Results 
 
Subjects and Characteristics of Concussive Injuries 
  

Animal weight and injury forces were analysed to confirm that the concussive impacts 
were consistently administered.  Animals were weighed at the time of injury and the mean 
weight overall was 333.01 grams ± 19.88.  ANOVA showed no significant weight differences 
among the groups.  Average impact velocities were determined to be 6.0725 ± .101 meters/sec 
for the lower impact group and 10.2186 ± .227 meters/sec for the high impact group, which 
corresponds to G forces of 37 and 106 respectively.  As demonstrated in Figure 1, the average 
impact velocities were consistently delivered to each group. 

 

                   
Figure 1. Average impact velocities for injuries at the two distinct G forces (n = 30/ group).  
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Time-to-Right  
  

The time each animal takes to right itself (flip from a supine position on its back to a 
prone or standing position) following the injury is measured as the time-to-right and is thought to 
reflect a loss-of-consciousness (LOC).  The data for this study are shown in Figure 2 and 
demonstrate that animals experiencing a concussion had significantly longer times-to-right than 
the control group, and this was irrespective of whether or not they had the helmet (protective 
material).  This finding helps validate the presence of a concussion in an animal that is unable to 
verbalize symptomology.   
 

 
 
Figure 2. Average time taken for animals to right themselves following the injury, for each of the 
5 experimental conditions (*p < .05, error bars represent SEM).  
 
 
Hind-Leg Foot-Slips (Beam Walking) 
  

The beam-walking assay is intended to mimic, in rodents, the deficits in balance and 
motor coordination often reported acutely following concussion.  Testing in the beam-walking 
apparatus occurred 12-18 hours post-concussion, with the measures being hind-leg foot-slips and 
the time needed to cross the beam.  Although hind-leg foot-slips are the primary outcome 
measure, some animals are able to cross the beam without slipping if they significantly slow their 
pace, whereas others need to slow their pace and still exhibit an increase in foot-slips.  We 
therefore use both measures to increase reliability of the findings.  
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Animals in the 106 G group experienced significantly more hind-leg foot-slips 
regardless of whether or not they had the protective helmet.  However animals in the 106G 
group that did have the helmet did not show deficits in the time needed to cross the beam.  
Animals in the 37 G group that had the helmet did not exhibit impairment either in the number 
of foot-slips or time to cross the beam, while both of these deficits were present in the 37 G 
non-protected group.  See Figures 3 & 4. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Number of hind-leg foot-slips each group experienced 14 hours post-concussion. 
Animals in the 37 G impact without a helmet were significantly impaired along with all animals 
in the 106 G group (*p < .05, error bars represent SEM).  
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Figure 4. Average time (sec) animals in each of the 5 experimental conditions needed to traverse 
the tapered beam. Animals that had the protective helmet were indistinguishable from control 
animals regardless of the impact force, whereas animals without the helmet exhibited significant 
impairment (*p < .05, error bars represent SEM).  
 
 
Locomotor / Exploratory Behaviour (Open Field Test) 
 

Previous studies in our laboratory have shown that rodents are less active and reluctant 
to engage in exploratory behaviours following a concussion [2, 6].  Animals in this study were 
tested in the open field apparatus 20 hours post-concussion.  Similar to hind-leg foot-slip 
findings, animals that experienced a concussion at 37 Gs but had the protective helmet were 
indistinguishable from control (no trauma) animals.  However, all other animals (37 G no 
foam, 106 G no foam, & 106 G with foam), exhibited significant impairment in the distance 
travelled over the 10 minute session. See Figure 5.   

 

           Figure 6 shows a tracking map that is typical for animals in each of the 5 experimental 
conditions.  This figure illustrates the similarities in locomotor/exploratory behaviour between 
control animals and 37 G animals with the helmet, along with differences between control 
animals and animals in the other 3 groups. 
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Figure 5. Average distance travelled by rats in each of the 5 experimental conditions over the 10 
minute testing session.  Animals in the 37 G impact group with the protective material did not 
show the same reduction in locomotor activity that was evident in all other animals with a 
concussion (* p < .05, error bars represent SEM).  
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Figure 6. Typical tracking maps for animals in each of the experimental conditions.  The red line 
represents the path taken by the animal over the course of the 10 minute session.  Control 
animals and animals in the 37 G group with a helmet travel further and explore the entire 
enclosure whereas the other animals only investigate half of the arena.  
 
 
Brain Weight 
 
 When rats were sacrificed at 3, 24, and 48 hours post-concussion, brains were extracted 
and stored in 10 % formalin in case needed for further analysis.  Brain weight was obtained at 
the time of extraction and no significant changes in brain weight were associated with the 
concussion methodology (see Figure 8).  The average brain weight was determined to be 1.7644 
± 0.087 grams.  These findings further support the idea that the injury was in fact a concussion; a 
mild brain injury that did not produce observable damage to the brain.  
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Figure 7. Average brain weight for animals in each of the 5 experimental groups at the time of 
sacrifice.  There were no significant changes in brain weight as a result of the concussion 
procedure.  
 
 
Serum Biomarker Analyses 
 
 Serum was obtained from blood collected at the time of sacrifice . Levels of tumor 
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), neurofilament light (NEF-L) and glial fibrillary acidic protein 
(GFAP) in the serum were measured for animals sacrificed at 3, 24, and 48 hours post-
concussion.  
  
TNF-α 
 TNF-α is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that is rapidly released after CNS insult.  The 
available literature, especially within the discipline of severe brain injury, now demonstrates that 
TNF-α has opposing effects, i.e. a duality, on recovery from brain injury [5].  Increased TNF-α 
levels are both detrimental and beneficial.  Although further studies are needed to understand the 
dichotomous relationship of TNF-α, this biomarker is generally examined after brain injury.  At 
three hours post-injury in this study, levels of TNF-α were significantly reduced in serum 
collected from animals in the 106 G impact group, irrespective of protection, and the 37 G group 
that was not protected.  The helmet however, prevented modification to TNF-α in the lower 
impact group (See Figure 8).  Serum levels of TNF-α were unaltered at 24 hours.  At 48 hours 
post-concussion the differences in serum levels of TNF-α failed to reach statistical significance 
but a trend did exist (p = .07).  Similar to the findings at 3 hours, the modest reductions in TNF-α 
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levels present in both the 106 G groups and the 37 G no helmet group, were prevented in the 37 
G helmet group.  
 

    
 
Figure 8.  Serum levels of TNF-α measured from animals in the 5 experimental conditions at 
three distinct time points following a concussion.  The protective helmet prevented reductions in 
TNF-α at 3 hours post-concussion in the 37 G impact group (* p < .05).  A trend toward a similar 
effect was demonstrated at 48 hours post-concussion ( p =.07).  All error bars represent SEM. 
 
NEF-L 
 Neurofilament light is a component of the axonal cytoskeleton that is localized to axons, 
and involved in maintaining structural integrity.  Studies show that severe brain injury, 
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cerebrovascular incidents, and subarachnoid hemorrhages are often associated with increased 
NEF-L in cerebrospinal fluid [6].  In this study, when examined 3 hours post-concussion, the 
NEF-L serum levels demonstrated significant increases in animals that did not have the helmet 
protection.  The helmets were able to prevent significant changes in NEF-L at this early time 
point for impacts in both G force categories studied (see Figure 9).  Despite this promising 
finding, serum levels of NEF-L were elevated in all animals that experienced a concussion at 24 
and 48 hours post-injury.   
 

     
 
Figure 9. Serum levels of NEF-L at 3 time points post-concussion.  The helmet material 
prevented alteration to NEF-L levels for concussions of both magnitudes (37 & 106 Gs) when 
measured acutely at 3 hours (* p < .05), but the material was unable to maintain this protection 
when examined at 24 and 48 hours post-injury.  All error bars represent SEM. 
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GFAP 
 Glial fibrillary acid protein is an intermediate filament protein found in glial cells of the 
gray and white matter that is a highly specific biomarker of CNS damage and pathology.  Levels 
of GFAP have been consistently related to brain injury severity and outcome, with recent studies 
indicating that increases in GFAP can be linked to axonal injury associated with mild brain 
injury and concussion [7].  This study found that in the acute period (3 hours) there were no 
significant changes in serum levels of GFAP following concussion.  As time elapsed however, 
GFAP levels were elevated, exhibiting a significant increase in the 106 G groups at 24 hours, and 
even further elevations at 48 hours in all animals that experienced a concussion.  Although non-
significant, there is a trend whereby the helmets dampened the rise in GFAP over time.  Animals 
in the 106 G – no helmet group had serum levels that continuously rose over the duration of the 
study (469 pg/ml → 520 pg/ml →608 pg/ml),  whereas animals that had received similar impacts 
but with the protective material saw their serum levels plateau (404 pg/ml → 535 pg/ml → 530 
pg/ml).  
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Figure 10. Serum levels of GFAP measured in animals with varying injuries at three distinct 
time-points. GFAP levels remained unchanged in the acute period but became elevated as time 
elapsed.  Twenty-four hours post-concussion, animals in the 106 G group displayed significant 
increases in serum GFAP (*p < .05) and at 48 hours post-injury, all animals had significantly 
elevated levels of the serum biomarker (*p < .05). All error bars represent SEM. 
 
 
 
Discussion 
  

This study used a rodent model of sports-related concussion that closely mimics the 
acceleration forces, impact speeds, and biomechanical properties of rugby-induced concussions, 
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in order to evaluate the protective capability of a specific product.  The protective material was 
tested at two distinct impact forces, 37 and 106 Gs, which were designed to represent the impact 
forces (a) typically identified in routine collisions (those occurring repetitively throughout the 
game) and (b) forces above the injury threshold (those that are rare, but are almost always 
associated with concussion and loss of consciousness).  A recent study by King and colleagues 
[21] that examined a rugby union team in New Zealand found that over the course of a single 
season (379 player match hours) there were 20,687 impacts to the head that registered over 
10Gs.  That study found that the average player experienced 77 impacts to the head per game, 
with a majority of these hits ranging from 22-27Gs.  Approximately 1% of all hits (181) were 
above the injury threshold (>95G).  

 
Results of this study demonstrated that the product (a.k.a. the “helmet”) was effective in 

preventing concussion at 37Gs, but was only marginally successful at 106Gs.  The behavioural 
evidence for the 37G finding was (1) a reduction in hind-leg foot-slips, (2) normal time to cross 
the beam in the beam-walking assay, and (3) normal level of walking (locomotor) activity in the 
open field test.  When the impact force reached the injury threshold at 106Gs, the helmets 
provided some benefit as indicated by the time to cross the beam being indistinguishable from 
controls, but failed to protect the animals in the other measures.  Conversely, animals that 
received the same head impacts at either force but did not have the protective helmets, presented 
with acute symptomology indicative of a concussion in all of these tests.  The behavioral tests 
employed in this study were designed to measure acute symptoms that would typically be 
examined in the hours/days following a sports-related concussion.  The behavioral findings from 
this study suggest that the protective material would be effective at reducing concussion 
incidence and symptomology that arise from hits to the head occurring at average forces.  In 
other words, players would be protected from 99% of rugby hits and obtain partial protection 
from the other 1%.  

To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a potential headgear material 
effective at reducing concussion symptoms following a sports related head injury.  Research has 
demonstrated that helmets can effectively reduce skull fracture, skin lacerations, facial injuries, 
and oral-dental damage [16].  However, an abundance of literature, especially in the realm of 
rugby, has shown that current headgear does not protect against concussion [17-20]. 

 
Biomarkers 

In addition to behavioral or functional measures, the traumatic brain injury field also 
incorporates the use of molecular biomarkers in an effort to understand concussion 
pathophysiology.  The primary goal of biomarker research is to identify a single, or panel, of 
markers that would aid in early detection and diagnosis, in addition to predicting patient 
outcomes.  However, to date, it has been very difficult to identify a reliable and predictive 
biomarker.  This difficulty is primarily due to the fact that the underlying pathophysiology of 
concussion remains unclear, and there has been significant ambiguity and heterogeneity in 
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clinical presentation of symptomology [25, 26].  Therefore, interpretation of the findings in this 
study must be done with caution.  This study chose to examine three serum biomarkers (TNF-α, 
NEF-L, and GFAP) that have been extensively examined for their roles in moderate and severe 
brain injury, as well as in neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation.  As there is very little 
research that has actually shown that changes in these markers predict patient outcomes 
following concussion, the discussion of these findings is speculative.    

 
 Similar to the behavioral findings, analysis of the serum biomarkers chosen for this study 
demonstrated that the helmet material offered considerable protection against the 37G head 
impacts and only marginal protection against the 106G impacts.  It is also important to point out 
that the timing of sample collection was significant.  If samples had been collected at only 1 of 
the 3 time-points the interpretations would differ dramatically.  For example, there were no 
changes in levels of GFAP at 3 hours post-injury, but significant differences in TNF-α.  TNF-α 
is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that is rapidly released following insult and binds to both glial 
and neuronal cells in the brain.  The vast majority of literature related to brain injury has 
demonstrated significant increases in TNF-α, but these studies have examined either rodent brain 
or human cerebral spinal fluid, both following moderate or severe brain injury [27-30].  Based on 
these findings one could predict that a mild brain injury or concussion would also increase TNF-
α, but this study found that both the 37 and 106G impacts reduced levels in serum at 3 and 48 
hours after the injury, when animals did not have a protective helmet.  However, when 
comparing the control animals in this study to the experimental conditions, animals in the 37G 
impact group with helmets were indistinguishable from controls across all time points.  It is 
therefore possible that circulating TNF-α crossed into the brain of injured animals reducing 
serum levels, or that the level of serum TNF-α is unrelated to the brain’s injury response.  To our 
knowledge, there have been no studies that actually measure serum levels of TNF-α in the acute 
period following concussion.  As there are no other studies to compare these findings to, it is 
important to note that animals with a helmet were indistinguishable from controls for impacts at 
37Gs.  

 
Unlike TNF-α, serum levels of GFAP have been examined in human populations 

following mild brain injury or concussion.  The major finding has been that serum levels of 
GFAP increased in a portion of the population with mild traumatic brain injury [7].  GFAP is 
used as an estimate of astrocyte activation and has been considered a characteristic marker of 
brain injury.  In the present study, levels of GFAP rose as a function of time for animals that 
received head impacts at both 37 and 106Gs.  However, concentration levels seemed to reach a 
plateau for animals with the protective material (GFAP levels remained constant from 24 to 48 
hours) but continued to rise for animals without helmets.  Further investigation would be 
required to confirm this, but the results are promising and demonstrate that the helmets may be 
blunting the pathophysiological response of the concussion.  
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Finally, neurofilaments are found exclusively in neurons and are involved in maintaining 
neuronal shape and function.  Studies with boxers have demonstrated significant increases in 
NFL concentration in cerebral spinal fluid days after a fight whether the boxer reported a 
concussion or not [31].  The present study found that the helmet material prevented a significant 
acute increase in NEF-L serum levels for both 37 and 106G head impacts at the 3-hour time 
point.  Serum analysis at the later time points demonstrated that NEF-L levels were increased in 
all animals that experienced an injury, regardless of whether or not they had the helmet material.  
These results are still encouraging as they suggest that the pathophysiological processes differ 
for the helmet and non-helmet groups, which may indicate different long-term trajectories.  
  
  
Future studies 

This study has found that the tested material eliminated behavioral deficits that represent 
concussion pathology at impact forces of 37Gs and lessened concussion symptomology at impact 
forces of 106Gs.  The biomarker analyses from serum samples provide further support for these 
findings.  Although the initial results from this study are promising, additional experiments 
would strengthen support for the use of this material in helmets in rugby and similar recreational 
sports.  Three significant questions arise from the findings of this study:  1) How many impacts 
can a given helmet sustain before rendering it no longer protective?  As studies indicate that the 
average player experiences upwards of 70 head impacts per game, a helmet is not useful if it 
needs to be replaced after every impact.  2) What is the threshold for concussion prevention with 
these helmets?  This study used two distinct impact forces, 37 and 106Gs, and found complete 
protection at 37 but not 106.  As the injury threshold for rugby has been cited at 95Gs, a titration 
analysis should be done to determine the maximal impact force whereby the protective material 
is capable of providing complete protection.  And 3) How do the helmets affect longer-term 
implications of head impacts such as post-concussion syndrome and neurodegeneration?  The 
primary concern is not just whether or not an individual experiences a concussion, but whether or 
not they go on to suffer from post-concussion syndrome or develop debilitating disorders such as 
CTE or dementia.  
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